
T H E  K I D N E Y  &  D U  M A I  P R A C T I C E



L I V E  W E E K L Y  Q & A

As of next week you can catch our founder and CEO Eva Louise Williams Live on 

Instagram every week. 

K I D N E Y  &  D U  M A I



The Golden Lotus work allows for the capacity to be taken over by wherever the tendrils of light lead - to dance with 

their spiritual wisdom, teaching us how to cultivate states, and carve space in the feminine body for bliss and honey- 

liquid light.  

 

✨ 1) The Tailbone; Kidney point on the feet, up the legs, and/or into the Kidney vaginal reflex zone - the perineum, 

tailbone, and base of the pelvis.  

 

✨ 2) The Sacrum; the triangular bone at the base of your spine between your hip bones - as the commander and 

foundation of the spinal pump, marrow and bones.  

 

✨ 3) The Ming Men; the Gate of Life - the deepest organ system commanding the marrow and bones.  

 

✨ 4) The Kidneys & Adrenals; this point sits above your kidneys, in your spine just below the ribcage (vertebrae 

T11).  

 

✨ 5) The Wing Point; this point sits between your shoulder blades. Opening your Wings and blossoming golden 

light through your rib cage to your thymus (gland on your sternum, above your heart) and your heart.  

 

✨ 6) The Back of the Neck; Where your neck and your shoulders meet - expand here and release tension from your 

throat, thyroid shoulders, and chest.  

 

✨ 7) The Occiput/Cranial Point; The Jade Pillow - the hollow at the base of skull where your head meets your neck. 

This is a very powerful point also known as the God Mouth. Allow energy to pour in and nourish you here, relax 

your head, your brain, and see envision your brain stem having a deep, relaxing release.  

 

✨ 8) The Crown Point; Opening the crown / top of the head, bring light here and let it spill inside your skull, and 

fill your mind with Golden Light.  

 

✨ All of this begins pouring into the Third Eye/Pineal Gland - look inside, seeing the crown light gathering, 

pouring and swirling around behind the mid-eyebrow/third eye.  

 

Be mindful to remember that the ovarian palace and our sexual centres generate and receive enormous amounts of 

light for and during these practices. The most important thing to understanding in this whole process, in order to 

open the spine, articulate the spine, and build integration and synapse as well as pelvic awareness is the way the 

points mirror one another;  

The Perineum and the Crown both pulse and receive energy and light. The sacrum and the occiput both give access to 

the fluid body and the meninges and fascia inside the bowl of the skull and the bowl of the pelvis. The Mingmen 

represents the sacral chakra and Kidney energy (not physiology), and marks the break away from the pelvic girdle - 

and it's counterpart is the shoulder to neck point which marks the breakaway from the rib-cage, and governs the 

thyroid, or throat creative centre which expresses the sexual energy. The Kidney energy moves down to support the 

bladder and up to support the heart, and the wing point moves to support the heart and the end of the kidney 

meridian - together they both reach up and down to integrate the concept of the rise and lift, or yield, the Kidney 

Meridian creates. 

T H E  S P I N A L  S E Q U E N C E



What’s important to note other than the reflexology of above and below in this work is also the reflexology of front 

and back. The Taoist tradition and the way we look at this reflexology holds that the lower body is yin, and the 

upper is yang - just like the Earth is Yin and the Heavens or the Sun would be Yang - and equally the back and the 

front communicate very deeply. The front is yin and the back is yang. Therefore, on the front of the body and on the 

back, there are correspondences which you will notice as I extrapolate this microcosmic orbit sequence; in the 

sequence we go up the back - the Du Mai - the most yang meridian of the whole body - and then we spill down the 

front, and as we spill down the front we nosh the yin element of each of these back points, and you will notice that 

they are almost all glands corresponding the organ and tissue structures. Therefore, as I extrapolate the points on 

the golden vine of light in the spine, I will also extrapolate the import of the corresponding glands, versus leaving 

that for another section on “spilling down”. The reason I do this is because it’s really important to see this spilling 

down as an overflow from the energy we build from our base and bring up the spine - mixed with Golden Light of 

Heavens above - versus simply coming from God or the Heavens. From a more yin and spiritual perspective, we can 

easily draw light in from the stars and the Sun and spill them down our body - but to learn how to pump, develop 

energetic strength, brightness, resilience and integration, we need to understand how to regulate our own energy 

through the spine and into the organs, and through our sacral pump. This is a yang element of the practice, which 

keeps us active and enlivened, and allows us to be masters of our own physiology and destiny, versus simply 

passively nourished by the Universe and Earth around us. We become active co-creators as we engage our 

physiology to cycle, be supplemented by, and increase the energies available to us. Therefore, all of the glands from 

“spilling down the front” are included in the extrapolation of the innervation and energies from the back points in 

this discourse.    In addition to these Du Mai (spinal) points, there is another major yang meridian on the back related 

to the Kidney Du Mai sequence; that of the Bladder. The Bladder is the yang partner of the Kidney - and the 

bladder is connected to the Du Mai not just by proximity (all on the back) but by master couple point. The master 

couple points for the Du Mai are the TaiYang si 3/bladder 62 points. The bladder meridian has two different 

branches on the back, one close to the spine, and one slightly further out. The outer line of the bladder channel is an 

emotional line, which stores emotions from the organs, the inner line is a more physiologically regulating line, 

running para-spinally, which houses a set of points called the Back-Shu points.    There are two different sets of “shu” 

points on the body - “shu” meaning “to transport”. We explore them both in depth; the shu points on the extremities, 

and the back-shu points along the bladder meridian. These points are going to be important for us to know in terms 

of the Golden Lotus treatment strategies - and so are a set of points called the Front-Mu points.  

 

The Shu points I want to introduce in this module are called the “back shu points”. These points lie along the 

bladder meridians on the back - and they govern each of the organs corresponding to them as a sort of “master 

point”. These points are also stimulated as we open the spine and the Du Mai, so be mindful that we are activating 

both the front and the back of the body, we are activating and cleansing both the yin (kidney’s being the most yin 

organ of all the yin organs) and the yang systems (Du Mai, and the Kidney’s yang partner the Bladder) when we 

begin this foundational practice.  As an additional note of interest, the Du Mai and all of the 8 extra ordinary 

meridians have their own yin/yang partnerships as well. As per usual, we focus on the yin principle in this - the 

parter of the Du Mai is called the Yang Qaio Mai, or the Yang Heel Vessel, which governs disorders such as epilepsy 

- which only goes further to enhance and advance our point regarding the regulation of the body mind with the 

upper and lower brain, the left and the right, and the front and the back  in this system.  Specifically in relationship 

to balancing the brain, the nervous system, the bodily intelligence, arousing our awareness and instinct, this du mai 

practice and kidney basis is the most important foundational element of our whole Golden Lotus practice. Without a 

regular return to this space, this knowledge, and this understanding, the context for this work has no basis, and no 

real opportunity for integration.  

T H E   D U  M A I  &  S P I N A L  S E Q U E N C E



Please take note that the “spilling down the front” is an implicit yin response to the active yang activity of pulling 

and breathing up the spine - and that the spinal activation opens the pathways for the nourishment of all of our 

glands as well. Without a strong sexual and drying fire in our body, and a strong sense of being supported (the 

back always represents being supported, feeling upright, held - think of the somatic saying “I’ve got your back” or 

“a pat on the back” if we manage something well) in our practice, we can’t cultivate the magical and mystical yin 

states which lead to the rising of the kan & li practices in our different areas of being. Without a strong yang 

activity, we are passive in our “mastery” of manifestation and energy. Without a strong yang activation we 

cannot “step forward” into our life, our power, and our leadership. Never forget that this work of Golden Lotus 

represents not just the yin, feminine principle - but Yin Convergence; a merging of the principles of yin and yang 

in perfect balance, and a new receptivity of leadership and guidance which is formed from having mastered and 

balanced these two polarities. This is all about active rest, resting into activation (with trust and surrender) and 

the balance of the yin within the yang and the yang within the yin. Therefore the passive overflowing of light 

from the crown into the third eye and the front line is a natural and spiritual response to receiving energy from 

the crown; we can do it spiritually from the heavens in isolation from the spinal cultivation, or we can receive 

from above and merge that with the yang cultivation techniques of the spinal practices, and build energy pumping 

and overflowing healthy vibrations and healing light into our endocrine system and yin structures (front of the 

body) - which is more powerful, and active, on a physiological level and on the level of learning not just to receive 

energy, but to master it's movement and potential. To conclude, in the following pages, the points of the Du Mai 

transmission covers each of the corresponding front glands and systems as well, within their explanations.  

 

✨ Spilling Down the Front ✨ 

Bring the energy down front of the body - smiling into the eyes, connecting your tongue at the roof of your mouth 

behind your teeth - at the palate - and feel this golden light flowing and shining down into your heart. 

Be aware of the heart giving forth a pure and fresh fragrance like a flower, and open the palms and fingers 

outward like flowers blossoming and opening. Feel the cosmic golden light mixing in the mouth and the golden 

cord connecting the mouth to the heart. 

Smell the sweet fragrance of love, purity, joy and happiness radiating from the heart. 

Now breathing in golden light into the mind, the mouth and the heart, take your hands to your jaw and throat, 

and calling in this golden light, mixing it with saliva, welcome that elixir into your body. Let the golden light fill 

your mouth, nourish your gums, and heal your salivary glands. Enjoy a sensual movement of rolling your tongue 

around in your mouth and gather saliva infused with golden light. Swallow the saliva down - and trace it with 

your palms, and then spinal that down into the navel, or receive it into the heart. 

Feel - as you drink the elixir down - that you are letting that golden light physically come down through the 

throat, then into the chest, the spleen (next to your stomach), into the intestines, the whole belly, swelling and 

spilling gold - all the way through your pelvic bowl. Feel it overflow, connecting back to the sacrum again. 

Now feel the pump slowly moving it back up your spine. Feel the movement up the spine, and the downward pour 

of energy from the crown to the third eye, down the front of your body. 

In Taoism this route is called the Microcosmic Orbit, and it is a route or pathway of energy which nourishes and 

connects every cell in the body to our spiritual and divine roots. Each point on this microcosmic orbit connects us 

back to the Universe, to constellations, to the stars from which we came. See this starry light in your Heart 

expand, and glow through your breasts. Feel your breasts awaken to this light. 

Massage the breasts in this golden state.   

Allow this deep loving cycle to open your breasts, your ovaries, and balance the glands in your body all the way 

from your mind down your throat, heart, to your ovaries, and your clitoris, and nourishing and swirling all 

around the entrance of your vaginal canal; the reflex zone of the Kidneys.  

T H E   D U  M A I  &   S P I L L I N G  D O W N  T H E  F R O N T



Q U I C K  O V E R V I E W  O F  T H E   M E R I D I A N S  

I N  T H E  S P I N A L  S E Q U E N C E



T H E   D U  M A I

The Kidney - Du Mai series is based on these points along the spine. Each

of these points affect the nervous systems, organ systems, glands, fascia

and viscera in their different areas.  

 

 

Wing Point

Ming Mien

Tailbone/ 
Perineum



      K I D N E Y  C H A N N E L

The external and internal kidney meridians - shown here from Deadman's Manual of

Acupuncture - move through the lower back, the bladder, the organs of the kidney, the

lung and heart, and into the tongue. The kidney rules the  lower body, the bones, the

spine, the bowl of the pelvis, the sacrum, the ming men and lower burner, or lower

cauldron. Here you can see light emanating from the lower body - sacrum and kidney,

and up into the heart.  

 



O V E R V I E W  O F  T H E   A R E A S  O F  T H E  B O D Y  

I N V O L V E D  I N  T H E  S P I N A L  S E Q U E N C E



     P O I N T S  I N  T H E  P E L V I S

The Kidney Meridian begins in the feet, so this meditation can start in the feet, move up

the legs, and move into the pelvis, or it can start at the vaginal reflex zone, and the base

of the body - the perineum and tailbone. It then moves into the 8 holes of the sacrum,

which innervates the whole structures of the pelvis - so this is really the moment to ignite

the whole vaginal canal, ovaries, rectum, womb, clitoris, labia, and every part of the

lower body before moving up the body.  

 



P O I N T S  A L O N G  T H E  S P I N E

Mingmen or Gate of Life (Du 4) is the first point on the spine out of the pelvic bowl - it

sits behind the belly button in the lower lumbar spine. This is said to be the area

of sexual power energetically, and the point above it is directly behind the kidneys & the

adrenal glands. Above that, the wing point at the back of the heart, then the point where

the neck and shoulders meet. After that we move into the skull; the final points

being where the neck and head meet, and into the crown. 

 

Perineum/Tailbone

Ming Men

Kidney & 

Adrenal Glands

Wing Point

Shoulder Point

Occiput

Sacrum



P O I N T S  O N  T H E  S K U L L

The two final points in this sequence are at the back of the head - in the soft area where

the head and neck meet, and on the soft area (fontanelle) at the very top of the head - also

known as the crown. These areas are flexible and move and pulse, connecting to the

primary respiratory system on the inside of head, spine, and in the duramata of our body.  

 

 


